Installation Instructions
Skyline Select™ Basics for Markerglass
Wall-mounted Markerglass & Glass Tackboards
Effective Date: 04/06/2016

Parts Included:
• Z-clip cleat
• Markerglass with metal backer

Optional:
• Marker Rail, Face Mount

Required:
• Drill
• Level
• Wall fasteners

Assembly:
Preparing the Wall

1. Determine if the markerglass size requires two people for installation. Glass panels should be stored and transported in the original glass crate or on an appropriate glass L-cart with the bottom edge of the markerglass supported by soft pads (wood or rubber pads are recommended). Do not allow any hard or abrasive materials to come into contact with the markerglass.

2. Locate desired placement and draw guidelines. Two Z-clip cleats are used on larger products. Use metal backer as a guide for Z-clip cleat spacing.

3. Locate wall studs along the width of markerglass. Markerglass weighs about 6 lbs. per square foot, so it is strongly advised to attach hanging cleat to multiple wall studs for proper support. For new construction, installation of wood blocking may be advisable. If wall anchors must be used, ensure that they are appropriate for the wall type and capable of supporting the weight of the markerglass.

4. Transfer fastener locations to the hanging Z-clip cleat and drill fastener holes in the Z-clip cleat.

5. Level the Z-clip cleat and align it with the layout marks.

6. Attach Z-clip cleat to the wall with appropriate fasteners. (Note: Fasteners not included.) Hanging brackets must be straight. Use shims if wall surface is uneven.
Applying Marker Rail, Face Mount

7. Determine rail location. Clean mounting area with the included alcohol wipe.
8. Use a level to position the rail. Rail is attached using heavy duty permanent tape, which is already applied on the back. **NOTE: Adhesive is permanent and CANNOT be repositioned. Improperly positioned rail must be cut off and repurchased.**
9. Peel protective strip off tape on back of rail. Using the level as a guide, press the rail onto the glass, applying pressure along full length of rail.

Hanging the Magnetic Markerglass

10. Lift markerglass and hang rounded metal lip over Z-clip cleat. For added protection, double-sided foam tape (not included) can be applied to the return at the bottom of the metal backer to keep the markerglass from moving. Use two people when appropriate.
11. Take extra care when hanging multiple boards side-by-side to prevent chipping or breakage. Check distance from top of glass to top of lip on metal backer. Variances between panels will require adjustment to the wall-side Z-clip cleat height to compensate for any differences. If necessary, use thin shims on top of cleats. Shim kits are available upon request from Skyline Design.

Note: Final installation is not the responsibility of Skyline Design.